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Silence, The Art of Deep Listening, Transcending the Self.

The concept is easy to understand, but it does take practice. Most meditation practices spotlight
breathing. There’s a saying that, “One who controls the breath, controls the mind.”

Try this breathing mindfulness meditation which is on page 78 of his book. Sit on a comfortable
chair and in a space where you will not be distracted. This works for me with my eyes open or
closed.

Count a four-bar sequence in 4/4 time. The inhalation would be one bar of a four-beat count, the
holding of the breath one bar, the exhalation one bar, and �nally one bar of pause after the
exhalation. The count goes like this:

Inhale Hold Exhale Hold

1234 1234 1234 1234

2234 2234 2234 2234

3234 3234 3234 3234

Remember that there is no strict metronome, only a soft internal pulse. As with all counting
methods, if at any point you lose count, just return to one.

To begin, I suggest you start with counting up to 10.

“All of man’s misfortunes derive from one thing, which is not knowing to sit still in a quiet room.” –
Blaise Pascal, 17th century inventor of an early digital calculator and roulette machine.

Now it’s practice time. Turn down the internal noise.

Jaimie Blackman – a former music educator & retailer– is a �nancial advisor, succession planner &
certi�ed business advisor. Blackman is a frequent speaker at NAMM’s Idea Center. Jaimie writes The
Sound of Money a monthly column for MMR. Visit, bhwealth.com to subscribe to newsletter and
podcasts. Registered representative, First Allied Securities, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC.
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